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Switching Gears 2017 

 
 

Week 2 (June 12th - 16th) 
    

9:30 a.m. - 10:40 a.m. 

Come explore Soccer, the world’s most popular 
sport. Participants will practice and review their 
skills through drills and games on the Field of 
Dreams. Soccer balls are provided, but you may 
bring one from home (with your name on it). 
Water, sunglasses, rimmed hat, and sunscreen 
are suggested.  

 

Ages: EXT/JL/UL               Max: 20 students 

   Soccer -Gary Weiss & Aili Seiler 

You all learned about being "Goodness Gorillas" in 
Extended Day and it is time to get to work. Let's sur-
prise several EAC teachers by cleaning their car in-
side and out. We will be using super duper shop vac-
uums, squeegees, sponges, buckets, polishing 
cloths, and a hose! Join us if you're willing to work, 
have fun, get wet, and make some lucky teachers 
very happy.  

 

Ages: EXT/JL /UL  Max: 16 students 

  EAC Carwash -  Scott  Daigler 

Come and learn how to cook traditional food from 
Spanish heritage. Join the class and try wonderful 
recipes with a variety of ingredients! Meat and dairy 
may be used.  

 

Ages: EXT/JL/UL  Max: 10 students 

  Vamos Cocinar -  Angela Cohen 

Join me, Hermione Granger, for some fun-filled 
Wizarding Yoga! We will fly on broomsticks, play 
Quidditch, give Dobby a sock, pet Fluffy, the three
-headed dog, and cast a variety of spells. We will 
even defeat Lord Voldemort with our wands, all in 
yoga poses! Be prepared to laugh and have a 
blast as one of the characters from the story of 
Harry Potter (no costumes necessary).  

 

Ages:  EXT/JL/UL   Max: 10 students 

  Harry Potter Yoga - Jenni Cunningham-Ryan 



Switching Gears 2017 

 
 

Week 2 (June 12th - 16th) 
    

9:30 a.m. - 10:40 a.m. 

   Badminton -  Meridith Jones Scanlon 

Play and learn about the popular lawn sport of 
badminton. We will explore the rules, history, 
and techniques. Additionally, we will be making 
our own shuttlecocks.  

 

Ages: EXT/JL/UL  Max: 12 students 

EAC’s Field of Dreams boasts woods and trails 
to explore, a basketball court and soccer field 
for sport lovers, a track to race, a pond for dis-
covery, and a labyrinth to enjoy. Travel with our 
band of explorers to uncharted territory as we 
broaden the landscape of our outdoor class-
room, testing and creating new spaces and ac-
tivities. Each day we will collaborate with na-
ture, experiment with new games, instruments, 
and materials, and discover, uncover, and de-
sign the Field of Dreams of the future! Come 
with your wild side, sleeves rolled up, outdoor 
shoes on, and a sense of adventure!  

 

Ages: EXT/JL/UL               Max: 10 students       

   Field of Dreamers-  Julie Schaeffer 

    Super Slime -  Marisa Rae  

 
We'll be exploring the science of slimes and 
making the stickiest, wildest and wackiest 
creations in your imagination. Wear clothing that 
can get messy! (Borax free stuff of course!)  

 

Ages: EXT/JL/UL   Max: 10 students 

Let's create a world of mini food, animals, cars, 
jewelry, and fairies. The possibilities are endless! 
We will bake our creations so you can bring your 
miniature worlds home with you.  
 

Ages: EXT/JL/UL               Max: 10 students 

  Fimo Clay Miniatures -Tiana Trost 


